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1. Introduction
A study of the problems involved In the actual utilization of
a WEC-equipment in a specific situation lead to the quest for
a solution to the following requirements:
1. Ten pairs of a third party's line were tapped and brought
over to a location where WEC-equipment could be concealed.
A choice of one out of these ten pairs for connection to
the WEC-equipment should be provided.
2. Due to the limited accessibility of the WEC-equipment
location a remote on-off control via a regular telephone
line from an operating position at several miles distance
was imperative.
3. The audio information coming from the WEC-equipment should
be made available at the operating position, also via a
regular telephone line.
A» Any impairment of secrecy e.g. due to a line switch-over
or an obvious loading on the tapping point should be avoidedi
Specific solutions to these problems have been sought and found.
A prototype auxiliary WEC-equipment consisting of three units
has been produced.
2» Considerations relevant to the design
2.1. Line selection
The requirement for the arbitrary selection of one linepair out of a maximum of tfen available line-pairs weighs
heavily on the eventual secrecy impairment due to possible
switching transients producing audible clicks in the third par
ty's hadsets.
As a possible solution it was suggested to use a pair of ganged
variable resistors, one in each wire of a line-pair, and to
repeat this for each of the ten line pairs. In this case the
standard procedure should be to increase the series resistances
up to the maximum value before undertaking any switch-over
action.
Although this basic idea is sound, it will be clear that the
variable resistances have to meet a few sophisticated demands.
For one thing they should be adjustable from a low value of at
most a few tens of ohms up to a high value of at least several
Megohms. The variation from a low to a high resistance value
should be smooth and noise-less, even after eventual prolonged
periods of idling.
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Finally the resistance in its MlowB setting should be able to
withstand an appreciable continuous carrier-frequency current.
The possibility of locating and obtaining conventional variable
resistances meeting these requieements was considered doubtful,
particularly in view of the limited time available.
An extremely satisfactory solution has however been found by
utilizing a relatively new type of semiconductor device, the
cadmium-sulphide photo-conductor. These are mostly referred to
as light-dependent resistors and are in fact marketed by Philips
as LDR-units.
These physically small units exhibit a "dark" resistance of
several tens of Megohms, whilst practically realizable light in
tensities decrease this resistance down to 10-20 ohms. The tran
sition from one state to the other is entirely smooth and actually
shows a differential time constant which varies in accordance
with the Instantaneous resistance value. This smoothness is fur
ther enhanced when the actuating light source consists of a
filamentary lamp, having a time constant of its own.
Due to the absence of mechanically moving parts or contacts,
noise-free operation under all circumstances is guaranteed.
The LDR units immediately available from stock had adequate power
d i s s i p a t i n g c a p a c i t y.
The ultimately produced switching units consisted of an aluminium
cylinder in which a tubular lamp was mounted coaxially, using the
inserts of a coaxial fuse-holder for easy lamp replacement.
The lamp used was a 12 V - 0,25 A - 3 W type normally used in
cars and therefore being rugged. The life expectancy for this
lamp was further improved by supplying it with stabilized undervoltage.
Along the circumference of the aluminum cylinder mentioned,
three LDR-units are mounted in corresponding holes, such that
their light-sensitive ends are exposed to the light source.
In each of the ten switching units used, three LDR-units are
mounted, thereby allowing resistive isolation of the ground
wire or cable shield also.
From a fourth, smaller hole in the cylinder circumference a
perspex rod extends to a corresponding hole in the frontpanel.
At the cylinder end of the perspex rod a dark green optical filter
disc is inserted, acting as an attenuator for external light
eventually upsetting the "dark" condition for the LDR-units.
This arrangement serves as a front panel indication for the
switching state of the unit and is in all simplicity foolproof
against lamp failure.
T^e ten switching units, mounted inside a cabinet, are finished on
the outside with a black non-conductive paint in order to improve
heat radiation and in order to serve as a light shteLd for the
rear Bide of the LDR units.
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Chances on hum modulation of the residual resistance through
filament temperature modulation have been minimized by supplying
the lamps with pure d.c.
As an additional advantage of the arrangement as finally pro
duced it may be mentioned that the filament supply for the
lamps are switched en and off along with the basic WEC-equipment.
Therefore, when the equipment is not in actual operation, the
lines to be monitored are completely isolated from even the
idling load of the WEC-equipment, thus aiding the security of the
installation against eventual more sophisticated countermeasures
o f t h e t h i r d p a r t y.
The circuitry and layout of the selector unit has been designed in
such a way that eventual mistakes in the wiring at the cable
tapping point, as was considered possible by the tapping party,
can be coped with easily^. Furthermore the line selector unit
will be able to handle more than one basic WEC-equipment if the
need for simultaneous monitoring of more than one telephone line
arises.
2,2. Mains switching
the requirement for remote on-off switching of the WECequipment over a telephone line from an operating position
at a distance of several miles clearly called for a relay
circuit to be used.
In view of the fairly large difference in order of magnitude
between the a.c. mains power to be switched and the safely allow
able and conveyable relay actuating power to be transmitted over
the telephone line it was a matter of consideration whether two
successive relays had to be used or just one.
The best relay contact unit available seemed to be a glasscontained vacuum unit of the magnetic reed type. This contact
unit was intended for mounting in a separate external actuation
coil.
The contacts of this unit cannot corrode and switching performance
is reliable in every respect. Some effort was spent on the
design of an actuation coil with an optimalized magnetic circuit.
The improvement in actuation sensitivity proved to be considerable,
such that the utilization of a single relay became feasible.
Therefore the second relay and its eventually associated power
supply could be omitted.
The nominal relay coil resistance was ohosen to be 3600 ohms, a
value for which resistive shunt or series losses in practical
line lengths are of little consequence. At the required actuation
voltage level of 10 Volts across the coil and with an actuation
voltage supply of 20 Volts, a series resistance in the telephone
line of at least 3000 ohms is allowable.
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The relay coil power supply could be located either at the WEClocation or at the operating position.
In the equipment produced, the power supply is at the operating
position, mainly to render the WEC-location passive aa far as
mains consumption is concerned during off-periods.
This scheme has the additional advantage that any useless WECunit operation is avoided during or due to faults on the taLephone
line between WEC-location and operating position.
It has been arranged that the relay voltage supply, at the
operating position, is controlled by a switch in the mains cir
cuit of said supply. Due to the time constant in rectifier and
smootiing circuits of this supply, the relay voltage will
gradually build up or decay when switched, thus avoiding transiente
on the actual control telephone line.
The entire relay circuit is isolated from ground, thereby avoiding
eventual ground loop currents.
At the WEC-location a re ote control defeat switch is wired in
parallel to the relay contact, thus allowing independent local
control when required.
2.3, Audio transmission
The audio signals from the basic WEC-equipment outlet are
to be conveyed to the operating position. It was considered
feasible and practical to utilize for this purpose the same
telephone line, although in opposite direction, that already car
ried the d.c. signals for on-off commands.
This is accomplished by series-conneoting the WEC audio-signal
with the relay coil at the WEC position. Suitable shunt capacityre
across the relay coil avoid audio signal loss at this place.
In order to keep the telephone line floating, a 1j1 isolating
transformer has been connected into the input circuit to the
assymmetrical audio output of the basic WEC-equipment,
This transformer at the same time provides a low-resistance d.c.
path for the relay voltage circuit.
At the other end of the telephone line, at the operating position,
the audio signal is again separated and isolated by a transformer
i n s e r i e s w i t h t h e w e l l - fi l t e r e d r e l a y v o l t a g e s u p p l y.
In order to provide mutually independent outputs for headphones
and recorder, the audio transformer's seeundary winding feeds
into two separate emitter-follower transistor stages.
The transformer has a 1:2 step-up ratio, compensating for
eventual signal loss over the telephone line, or allowing a
lower setting of the audio gain control of the basic WECequipment,
The supply voltage for the transistor stages is derived from the
same mains transformer that is used for the relay coil voltage.
This automatically energizes the transistor stages only when the
main equipment is switched on.
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3. Description of equipment
3 . 1 . L i n e s e l e c t o r ( s e e fi g , 1 )
The outside dimensions of the line selector cabinet are
52,5 x 15 x 11 cm^, the weight is 3 kilograms.
The cabinet contains 10 switching units, each having 3 LDR's.
For connection to the tapping points, each switching unit has a
twisted triple wire lead with color coding.
All line pair wires are red and blue, whilst each corresponding
ground wire has an individual color for the identification of the
twisted triple.
In addition each triple carries a number tag, corresponding to the
numbered frontpanel space occupied by each of the switching units.
On each of these frontpanel spaces connection to the basic WECequipment is possible via three terminals, accomodating either
spade lugs or banana plugs. The three terminals in a horizontal
line corresponding to the line pair.
Above these terminals the corresponding lamp switches and the
indicator light holes are located. A light indication means a
connection made via the LDR units, corresponding with the upper
position of the toggle switch handle.
The side panel of the cabinet carries a receptacle for the supply
of d.c, lamp voltage.
Access to the interior of the cabinet can be gained by removing
two hand-knurled screws, holding the hinged top lid.
This may be necessary in order to check on an eventually lost or
removed identification tag on the flying leads, or for replacement
of a lamp.
The tubular lamp can be removed by unscrewing the top section of
the switching unit. The replacement lamp should have a nominal
rating of 12 V., 0,25 A., 3 W.
As a check on the performance of the switching unit, the resistance
of each LDR unit may be measured. With light activation the se
ries resistance should be approximately 15 ohms for the line
pair units and approximately 20 ohms for the ground wire unit.
The dark resistance for all units should be 20 Megohms or more.
3.2. WEC mains switching unit and telephone line adaptor
(see fig. 2) ~
The dimensions of this cabinet are 26 x 17,5 x 16 cm , the
weight is A,5 kilograms.
This cabinet carries the regulated d.c, supply for the
switching unit lamps, the mains voltage relay for the basic WECequipment, and the audio isolating transformer.
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The lamp supply consists of a mains transformer, a bridge-type
rectifier, a Zener diode voltage reference source and two cascaded
emitter follower transistor stages providing a low internal impe
dance for the d.c. output.
Component ratings allow a conservative continuous d.c. load of
1,5 A., thus accommodating a maximum of at least 6 switches on the
selector unit in the "on" state simultaneously.
The nominal d.c. output voltage is 11 Volts.
The mains voltage relay coll and one winding of the audio isolating
transformer are series-connected to the controlling telephone line.
The audio transformer is enclosed in a mumetal magnetic shielding
can in order to reduce hum pick-up.
A.c. hum pick-up by the relay coil and audio signal loss through
relay coil impedance are minimized by shunting capacitors across
the relay coil. The electrolytic shunt capacitor consists actually
of two oppositely series-connected regular units, thereby rendering
the combination insensitive to the polarity of the applied d.c.
relay coil voltage.
The relay contact is shunted by a frontpanel toggle switch allowing
local on-off control of the equipment.
A regular mains voltage outlet on the frontpanel accomodates the
mains plug of the basic WEC-equipment.
A pilot light indicates the nonB-position of the system.
T h e e n t i r e c o n t r o l l i n g t e l e p h o n e l i n e c i r c u i t r y i s l e f t " fl o a t i n g " ,
and thus has no galvanic contact with any of the other circuits.
Access to the interior can be gained by removing A screws holding
the frontpanel.
3.3, Remote control unit and telephone line adaptor (see fig, 3)
The 'dimensions of this unit are 12 x 9,5 x 3 is?, the
weight is 1,5 kilograms.
The cabinet contains a relay coil voltage supply and an
audio frequency section.
The relay coil voltage supply consists of a bridge-type rectifier
and d.c, smoothing circuit. It will provide a nominal output
voltage of approximately 20 Volts.
The primary winding of an audio step-up and isolating transformer
is seriesconnected with the relay voltage supply to the control
telephone lino.
The seeundary winding of the transformer drives two separate
emitter-follower transistor stages for the headphones and the
recorder outputs respectively.
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The audio transformer is enclosed in a mumetal magnetic shielding
can, minimizing a.c, hum pick-up.
The transformer primary is shunted by a pair of silicon diodes
serving to cut out surge voltages on the transistors on the pos
sible event of a short-circuit across the controlling telephone
line.
The transistorized audio section has a separate bridge rectifier
and d.c, smoothing circuit.
The two rectifiers for the relay voltage and for the transistors
are fed from a common mains transformer, A neon pilot light
indicates the "on"-positlon of the equipment,
A mains cord switch serves as an on-off control for the entire
system.
In the "offB—position all system units are entirely passive.
T h e e n t i r e c o n t r o l l i n g t e l e p h o n e l i n e c i r c u i t r y i s l e f t " fl o a t i n g " ,
and thus has no galvanic contact with any of the other circuits.
Access to the interior of the unit can be gained by removing A
screws holding the front-panel. All circuitry of this unit is
mounted on the rear of the frontpanel,
3. A. System layout (see fig. A)
Tne system layout and the interconnections to be made be
tween individual cabinets will be clear from the diagram,
All interconnecting cables, with the exception of those to
the controlling telephone line, are supplied with the equipment,
A nominal mains voltage of 220 Volts at 50-60 cycles/sac. is re
quired at both locations. At the WEC-location a maximum mains
power of 100 Watts is needed for the units, at the operating
position less than 10 Watts of mains power is required.
It is recommended to fix the position of the interconnecting
wires from baslS-WBO equipment to the selector unit and from the
selector unit to the tapping points, thereby reducing eventual
drift in balance of the basic-WEC equipment due to wiring capaoity
alterations. It may in this connection be helpful to avoid
excessive wire lengths.
If eventually simultaneous monitoring of more than one tapping
point Is a requirement, a second basic WEC-equipment has to be
added at the WEC-location. No other auxiliary-WEC-equlpment is
needed in this case.
The second basic WEC-equipment is connected to the desired tapping
point via the appropriate triple of terminals on the selector
unit. The mains cords of both basic WEC-equipments are connected
in parallel by means of a two-way adapter in the "mains out"
receptacle on the respective auxiliary WEC-cabinet. The "audio
output" from the second basic equipment is applied to a second
telephone line pair from WEC-location to operating position.
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At the operating position the audio signal can be utilized as
required, although the independent headphones and recorder out
put-facility is not available in this case. The use of isolating
transformers at both ends is recommended in order to keep the
l i n e p a i r fl o a t i n g .
The on-off switohing of both WEC-equipments is simultaneous via
the equipment no. 1 remote mains control.
The two basic WEC-equipments will have to operate at different
and preferably not harmonically related carrier frequencies.
It will be clear that the eventual use of more than two basic
WEC-equipments is possible in the same way.
A« Operating instructions
For the operation and the adjustment of the basic WEC-equipment
we refer to the respective WEC-manual.
It is assumed that "the system is set up as illustrated in figure
A. All initial adjustments are undertaken at the WEC-location
with the operating position equipment out of operation.
From the beginning on It should be born in mind that all
switching actions on the basic WEC-equipment may eventually
produce compromising transients on the third party's line
This secrecy impairment should be avoided as a standard
procedure by first switching off the respective toggle
switch on the selector unit before any other action is
initiated.
In order to start operation the basic WEC-equipment mains switoh ii
put into the "on"-position and a local pair of headphones is
Inserted in the appropriate "audio output" receptacle. The
entire equipment can now be powered by moving the switch in the
auxiliary cabinet from the "remote" to the local position.
The roughly envisaged carrier frequency, power output and line
impedance selector switch readings are set up on the basic
equipment and then the appropriate toggle switch in the line
selector cabinet is moved to "on". The green indicator light
below the toggle switch should now be visible.
By manipulating the basic equipment's controls, as treated in
the WEC-manual, it is tried to obtain the required audio inform
ation output in the headphones.
For optimum results a bit of experimentation with control settings
may be necessary, always following the standard procedure for
avoiding switching transients.
The recommended setting for the basic equipment will be the one
in which carrier output is not higher than necessary and in
which balance is not set too critically near zero meter reading.
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After the completion of local adjustments as described, the
operating position can take over control. Therefore the switch
"local-remote* is moved into the "remote" position, the local pair
of headphones is removed and control from the remote operating
position can be checked. The audio gain control at the WEC-locat
ion is adjusted to a convenient level with ample margin of normal
signal to both background noise and to signal overload distortion.
For the latter operations it may be useful to have available a
(temporary) pair of telephone sets as intercom.
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